Run your business seamlessly

Tech Cloud ERP is a web based innovative solution with modern tech-savvy functionalities of Business Process Management, designed specifically to fit all the types of business verticals.

Developed in a web-based environment, it includes robust functionalities which are considered as a part of the extended high-end enterprise application.

Tech Cloud ERP is a perfect fit for any kind of any business process. Even, it offers the finest in technology, design, architecture, functionality, features and the ease of use which propose a great user experience.

www.techclouderp.com
**FEATURES**

**Complete WEB Based Software**
Tech Cloud ERP software is a complete web based software. Can be used it instantly anytime, anywhere, any browser and from any corner of the world.

**Unlimited Users**
Tech Cloud ERP software is built to allow small and medium businesses run smoothly with multi-user feature. Any number of users can be created according to the requirements.

**Inbuilt Email and SMS Integration**
It has in-built Email and SMS integration feature to helpin reducing time on communications/notifications and concentrate more on other significant areas of your business.

**Flexible Software**
Plug and play, easy to customize the application when and where ever required.

**Mobile & Tab Compatibility**
Tech Cloud ERP can be accessed in mobiles and tabs whenever necessary (No need to invest on high end systems nor desktops and laptops).

**Dynamic Dashboard**
Dynamic dashboard feature of Tech Cloud ERP will help you to access specific module at one instant with GUI and helps the higher management take quick decisions.

**Multi – language**
User Interface can be built in any client specific language which makes the user to understand and communicate to the application without any obstacles.

**User Friendly**
Select and click through MOUSE. No need for using the keypad unnecessarily.
Why Tech Cloud ERP?

- **Improved Visibility**
  All the departments across an entire business can access and view the same reliable and precise data in real time. So, everybody from the manufacturing group to the production floor to the purchasing and finance sections has complete visibility into designs and plans, production status, quality control, inventory, cost of goods sold, and more. This enables better, smoother coordination and execution of all related processes and procedures.

- **Increased Efficiency**
  Tech Cloud ERP allows industries to monitor all supply chain activates in a great aspect from beginning till the end – a task that would be nearly not possible or else. So, processes that hinder efficiency and slow down the plan, design, delivery of goods can be immediately tracked and remedial act can be quickly taken to ensure best efficiency.

- **On-time Delivery**
  Enhanced control over stock, more precise demand scheduling, smooth production scheduling and more useful coordination of distribution channels – all key benefits of manufacturing ERP software systems — enable companies to improve on-time delivery of products, a critical performance metric for today’s manufacturers.

- **Improved Product Quality**
  Tech Cloud ERP make it easier for big business to monitor product defect and problems, point out accurately where in the planning or manufacturing process the problem is occurring, and take the necessary steps to make sure products of the utmost quality. This leads to boost sales, customer satisfaction, and profits.

- **Reduced Costs**
  Usage of Tech Cloud ERP reduces costs in many ways. It improves the efficiency of all the process with the help of data analytics and reduces overtime related labor and payroll expenses, scrap and re-work expenses that can drain financial resources.

- **Improved Collaboration**
  Enable industries to share the most important production-related data with not only internal employees, but with external agent such as vendors/suppliers and distributors. This improves communication and facilitates better coordination of activities among these key business partners.
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MODULES

- Sales Management
- Production Management
- Purchase Management
- Inventory Management
- Finance Accounting
- Quality Control
- HR – Attendance & Payroll
- Plant Maintenance
- Imports & Exports
- Job Work
- Asset Management
- Project Management
- Costing
- Design
Benefits of Implementing Tech Cloud ERP

Security & Regulatory Compliance
Keeps data safe and regulated with built-in protections.

Productivity
Eliminate redundant processes and tasks through automaton.

Collaboration
Centralized data with supportive and interdepartmental collaboration.

Mobility and Flexibility
Work from home, your office, or anywhere with a mobile-friendly solution.

Streamline
Process & Efficiency - Automate all business operations cross-departmentally.

Save Money
Shows all the gaps and inefficiencies. Rectify and save money.

Customer Service
Faster, more accurate access to customers information and history.

Fosters Growth
Efficiency increases on usage, hence regulates the growth of the process.

Integrated Information
All customer and financial data, housed in one location.

Forecasting Reporting
Based upon the historical data and analysis, forecasting can be done.

Competition
Stay on top of technology solutions, ahead of your competitors.

Tech Cloud ERP for Various Industries

- Manufacturing
- Trading
- Automotive
- Pharmaceutical
- Health Care
- Construction
- Real Estate
- Oil & Gas
- Communication
- Financial
- Educational
Use Tech Cloud ERP and elevate your business.

CONTACT US
+91 - 8919439603
+9140 - 48533070
info@techclouderp.com

Corporate Office
Plot No. 194C/18B,
Imperial Square - 5th Floor,
Pathrika Nagar, Street No. 5,
Madhapur, Hyderabad - 500081.